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Introduction
Minimal risk is a core concept in research ethics, but
its proper role in the regulation of large-scale biobank
and cohort research is unsettled. By framing a project
as posing only minimal risk to research participants,
researchers may be afforded a degree of latitude in
the design and implementation of consent procedures.
In the context of large-scale population biobank and
cohort studies, whether and to what degree of specificity
one is required to seek informed consent from study
participants is a critical issue.1
Large-scale population biobank and cohort studies
are best understood as research platforms rather than
discrete research projects. They may involve very large
numbers of research participants. The UK Biobank, for
example, is aiming to recruit 500,000 participants and,
as of December 2008, the project already has more than
200,000 individuals enrolled.2 They may be designed
to run for decades and encompass a great number of
separate research projects over their lifespan.
While it is generally recognized that researchers have
an obligation to seek the informed consent of research
participants, the complexity of large-scale biobank and
cohort studies poses a significant challenge to obtaining
informed consent for each research project. As noted by
the UN’s ethics committee [UNESCO], “[a] system which
required fresh consent would be extremely cumbersome
and could seriously inhibit research.”3 In response,
a variety of less onerous approaches to informed
consent have been proposed and implemented.4 The
most common approach is a broad or blanket consent,
which is a one-time consent covering all future research
projects, including those not currently planned.5

While the legal, ethical and policy issues associated with
these initiatives are complex,6 it seems clear that blanket
consent relies on a “less strict standard” of consent.7
In other words, it is an alteration from what would
normally be required.8 As a result, from a regulatory
standpoint, the use of a blanket consent approach would
need to fulfill the requirements of a waiver of consent.
In part, this would require that the research pose only
“minimal risk” to participants.9 It is commonly thought
that large-scale biobank and cohort research often poses
only minimal risk. For example, it has been suggested
that studies involving low penetrance genes that have
little clinical relevance should be regarded as posing
only minimal risk.10 Likewise, though most biobanks
link genetic data to identifiable information, there are
often strict privacy policies and procedures limiting the
risk of inadvertent disclosure of private information.11

The Roles of Minimal Risk in the
Tri-Council Policy Statement
The Tri-Council Policy Statement [TCPS] defines minimal
risk as follows:
[I]f potential subjects can reasonably be
expected to regard the probability and
magnitude of possible harms implied by
participation in the research to be no greater
than those encountered by the subject in those
aspects of his or her everyday life that relate to
the research, then the research can be regarded
as within the range of minimal risk.12
To put it more simply, minimal risk refers to the risks of
daily life. Minimal risk is used in three different ways
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in the TCPS. First, it is used to limit risk to vulnerable
groups in research. Article 2.5 says that “…individuals
who are not legally competent shall only be asked to
become research subjects when…(c) the research does
not expose them to more than minimal risks without
the potential for direct benefits for them.”13 Clinical
research often contains a mixture of therapeutic (e.g.,
drugs) and nontherapeutic procedures (additional tests
for scientific purposes only). This standard limits the
risks of nontherapeutic procedures to which children
and incapable adults may be exposed to no more than
minimal risk.14
Second, minimal risk is used to direct the scrutiny of
research ethics boards [REBs] in initial and continuing
review to riskier research.15 Article 1.6 states that: “The
REB should adopt a proportionate approach based on the
general principle that the more invasive the research, the
greater should be the care in assessing the research.”16
When research participation poses only minimal risk
to subjects, full REB review may not be required.
Institutional procedures may allow for expedited review
by a subgroup of the REB when research poses no more
than minimal risk. Also, for research in the humanities
and social sciences, requirements for peer review of
scholarly aspects of the research may be waived.17 This,
in turn, may speed approval of minimal risk studies.
Third, minimal risk is used to allow a waiver of consent
in certain circumstances. Generally, researchers are
required to obtain the free and informed consent of
study participants.18 Under certain circumstances, the
REB may approve a consent procedure that modifies
some elements of informed consent, or it may waive the
requirement for informed consent. In either case, five
conditions must be fulfilled:
1.

The research involves no more than minimal
risk to the subjects;

2.

The waiver or alteration is unlikely to adversely
affect the rights and welfare of the subjects;

3.

The research could not practicably be carried
out without the waiver or alteration;

4.

Whenever possible and appropriate, the
subjects will be provided with additional
pertinent information after participation; and

5.

The waivered or altered consent does not
involve a therapeutic intervention.19
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Requirements (1) and (3) are generally regarded as
key in the REB’s deliberation of modified or waived
consent.
Despite the several distinct roles of minimal risk in
the regulation of research, work on the conceptual
foundations of minimal risk has focussed on its role
in limiting permissible risk in research on vulnerable
populations. This is largely a function of the historical
origins of the concept. Minimal risk is first mentioned
in the early work of the U.S. National Commission for
the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and
Behavioral Research on research involving pregnant
women and prisoners.20 The concept received its first
substantive treatment in the National Commission’s
report Research Involving Children.21 Subsequent
commentators have focussed on the development of a
moral foundation for minimal risk and rooting it in the
custodial duties of parents to children.22
While this may provide minimal risk with a satisfactory
moral foundation in its role in protecting vulnerable
populations in research, it leaves open the question of
whether all three roles minimal risk plays in regulation
share the same moral foundation. If not, then how ought
we ground minimal risk in its role directing the scrutiny
of an REB? What might serve as a moral foundation
for the use of minimal risk to allow a waiver of consent
in certain circumstances? Finally, we might ask what
practical consequences follow?

Minimal Risk and the Waiver
of Consent
While minimal risk poses a variety of conceptual
issues,23 we will focus on its meaning and application in
the context of waivers of consent in large-scale biobank
and cohort research. The question as to whether the
conceptual foundation of minimal risk applies to its use
in the waiver of consent has, to our knowledge, not
been asked.
Freedman and colleagues developed the most widely
accepted understanding of minimal risk in which
they anchor it in the social and legal limits placed on
parental decision making on behalf of children. The
REB, in applying minimal risk “is attempting to track
those decisions that would be made by informed and
scrupulous parents whose children are being invited
to participate in research.”24 The reasoning process
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involved is a common sense one, applied by good
parents every day. The authors invite us to consider a
mother considering whether to allow her son on a first
overnight camping trip:
[A] mother asks herself, “Is the child ready for
this? Should the child approach this by stages?
Are the risks sufficiently similar to those in my child’s
everyday life that I should allow this experience at this
time?” In discussions about whether to permit
this involvement – with the mother resisting,
and the child pressing – a certain logic may
be discerned. Appealing to consistency, the
child will say that he has been permitted, and
successfully undergone, situations relevantly
and roughly similar, though not identical while
the parent will focus upon difference. In other
words, the parental decision to permit exposure
to new risks is not itself governed by, but rather
anchored to, the risks of everyday life.25
The meaning and use of minimal risk in the waiver of
consent seems substantially dissimilar from its meaning
and use in the protection of vulnerable populations
such as children. First, the waiver of consent is typically
used in research involving adults who can provide
informed consent but the design or circumstances of
the study make obtaining consent impractical. Second,
as the research participants are generally capable of
providing consent, it makes little sense for the REB to
try and “track those decisions that would be made by
informed and scrupulous parents” or other surrogate
decision makers.26 Third, the importance of allowing for
new experiences seems to rest on the developmental
psychology of children, and may be inapplicable to
adults.
Given such substantial differences, the current foundation
for minimal risk may not be appropriate for the waiver of
consent. How, then, ought minimal risk be understood?
A natural starting place, we suggest, is the law of
informed consent. At root, the waiver of consent relies
on putting aside the researcher’s obligation to seek and
obtain the informed consent of study participants. When
may one do this? It seems to us that one straightforward
answer is, “When the law doesn’t require it.” Thus, one
might legitimately withhold information from research
subjects, when there is no obligation to disclose it. More
specifically, minimal risk might be thought of as risks
which due to their quotidian nature are not “material” to

prospective research subjects. Working out the details of
this suggestion, will require considerable work. Here we
adopt the more manageable task of suggesting that we
ought to use a research participant-centered approach to
determine what counts as minimal risk in this context.
Canada is a country with a tremendously strong,
patient-centred informed consent ethos. With the 1980
Supreme Court of Canada decision of Reibl v. Hughes,27
the standard of disclosure in clinical medicine has
shifted from a reasonable physician standard (i.e., what
would a reasonable physician disclose?) to a patient

Given such substantial differences,
the current foundation for minimal
risk may not be appropriate for
the waiver of consent. How, then,
ought minimal risk be understood?
A natural starting place, we
suggest, is the law of informed
consent.

centered approach. Accordingly, physicians are required
to disclose any relevant information that a reasonable
person in the patient’s position would want to know.
What is considered a piece of information worthy of
disclosure must be determined through the lens of the
patient, not the physician. In the setting of research, the
standard for informed consent would be no less exacting
than that in medical practice.28
What follows from this standard? If correct, this view
has important implications for REB review of studies in
which a waiver of consent is proposed. As we have said,
such studies must be determined to pose no more than
minimal risk to prospective subjects. Here minimal risk
serves to demarcate between information that must be
disclosed in the consent process and information that
may not be disclosed (given that other conditions, listed
above, are fulfilled). In determining whether a study
poses minimal risk the REB should use the lens of the
research participant.29 Thus, the question is not whether
an REB or a researcher believes that biobank and
cohort research is minimal risk, but whether a research
participant is likely to see it that way.
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Public and Research Participant
Perceptions of Research
Given this new understanding of the role of minimal
risk in waiver of consent for large-scale biobank and
cohort research, data on public and research participant
perspectives on such studies take on a new importance.30
How do Canadians view large-scale biobank and cohort
research? Do they view participation as risky? What
features of studies modify support or risk perceptions?
Relevant survey and focus group data tell us that
the public, including Canadians, are generally very
supportive of this type of research.31 But they also have
many concerns, including concerns about privacy,
the impact of commercialization and a loss of control
over results.32 More to the point, there is at least some
evidence that individuals view the risks associated with
“genetic research with identifiable human tissue as
substantially higher than minimal.”33 While there are
few studies on the specific issue of minimal risk, the data
that does exist should remind us that the perspective of
potential research participants might belie the claims of
researchers that such studies pose minimal risk.
Further, the risks associated with a research project
could, at first, seem minimal in nature but may need
to be re-characterized if it turns out that it has the
potential to generate clinically relevant information34
– even if that information is incidental to the goals of
the research project. While the purpose of most biobank
and cohort studies is often not about the production of
clinically relevant data, it is certainly possible that they
will stumble across some. Indeed, there is a good deal
of recent literature that touches on the issues associated
with the handling of incidental findings, especially as
they relate to biobank research.35
Finally, specific features of large-scale biobank and
cohort research may heighten public sensitivity and
risk perceptions. For example, the involvement of
commercial entities lowers trust (and, by implication,
heightens the assessment of risk).36 Media portrayals
of social controversies associated with the relevant
research can also shake confidence.37 From an objective
assessment, such events may not substantially alter the
risks involved in the research, but when viewed from
the participant perspective these developments may
raise the risks beyond minimal.
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Conclusion
The complexity of large-scale biobank and cohort research
makes it very difficult in many cases for researchers to
seek informed consent on a project-by-project basis. The
use of blanket informed consent has proven a popular
solution to this problem in that it involves a one-time
consent for all present and future research studies
conducted under the umbrella of the biobank or cohort
study. However, if this approach amounts to a move
away from existing consent norms, the TCPS requires
such studies fulfill criteria for a waiver of consent,
including the stipulation that study participation pose
no more than minimal risk. We suggest that the moral
foundation of minimal risk in this context is likely to be
different than minimal risk in the context of research
involving children. Rather we suggest that the law of
informed consent might inform our understanding
of the meaning and use of minimal risk in large-scale
biobank and cohort research.38 One implication of this
view is that a research participant centered perspective
ought to inform the REB’s minimal risk determination.
Clearly, much work needs to be done to develop this
view. Whether and to what degree the legal doctrine of
informed consent may support withholding information
from research subjects must be determined. This is
complicated by continuing uncertainty regarding
the moral and legal nature of the researcher-subject
relationship. When researcher and subject have a preexisting physician-patient relationship, most would
agree that the physician-researcher owes fiduciary
duties, including one of informed consent, to the patientsubject. But what of cases – and we think them common
– of patients who enter clinical research and who have no
pre-existing relationship with the physician researcher?
Ought we consider this relationship fiduciary in nature?
Negative and affirmative views have been argued in the
literature recently.39 Finally, while empirical research on
public attitudes to research is suggestive, what precise
role should it play in REB deliberations?
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